The coherent-state transform is used in obtaining a global, uniform asymptotic solution of the wave equation. This solution approximates high-frequency wave propagation in generally heterogeneous media. The coherent-state approximation has an advantage over more traditional ray methods (direct and Fourier transform), because it leads to a well-defined approximation independent of the complexity of the caustics. As an illustration the edge diffraction problem is discussed. The diffracted wave has the correct asymptotic form but the accuracy depends on a parameter that controls the coherent-state. Also, an early test of a coherent-state migration is shown.
Introduction
Asymptotic ray theory predicts the propagation of highfrequency waves. Ray theoretical synthetic seismograms as well as imaging (Kirchhoff) algorithms have found wide spread use in exploration geophysics. One advantage ray theory has over numerical schemes (i.e. finite difference approximations) is that large models can be efficiently calculated whereas numerical schemes cannot. In realistic earth models, ray theory has a disadvantage in that it fails to predict critical points, head waves, caustics, diffractions, Fresnel shadows, etc.
The use of the Fourier transform to asymptotic solutions provides a wider range of applicability. The Fourier based approach remains valid at critical points, Airy caustics and Fresnel shadows. These results are commonly referred to as `WKBJ' methods in laterally homogeneous media and `Maslov' methods in heterogeneous media. In the Fourier or phase space caustics can be handle one by one. The phase space solutions become difficult to evaluate as the number of caustics increase.
The difficulty associated with multiple caustics can be handled in a straight-forward manner using the coherentstate transform. Using this transform, Klauder (1987) found that wavefields remain well-defined regardless of the complexity of caustics. The coherent-state approximation provides a uniform and global asymptotic solution of the wave equation. Two similarities of the coherent-state approximation and the Gaussian summation method are that phase functions are complex and both have a parametric dependence. A difference is that the Gaussian beam method is heuristic, whereas the coherent-state method has a theoretical basis. Cerveny et al. (1982) describe the Gaussian beam method for modeling seismograms and Hill (1990 Hill ( ,2001 ) describe seismic migration applications. Albertin et al. (2001) gives a comparison of coherent-states and Gaussian beams. A more in depth analysis of coherentstates and seismic modeling is given in Foster and Huang (1991) .
Direct Propagator
We begin with a 2-D wave equation in ray centered coordinates (Cerveny et al., 1982) , 
and is either the P or S velocity.
v
The most common way approach in studying asymptotic solutions of equation (1) is to treat the problem directly in the space domain (ray theory). Given an initial condition ( ",0) n , the solution of equation (1) is
where is the propagator or Green's function, and is the distance along the ray. The propagator solves equation (1) with the initial condition
The exact solution for is known for only a few functions , so approximate solutions are useful. The semiclassical (ray theoretical or high frequency) solution (Keller, 1985) has the form G v exp avoid ray theory's problems associated with caustics. For a single caustic, (Liouville's theorem) the amplitude cannot simultaneously diverge in physical space and phase space. This idea is well known and is the basis of the `WKBJ' or Maslov' asymptotic method (Thomson and Chapman, 1985) . The approximate solution of the Fourier transform of equation (1) has the form exp ( ', ; ",0) (
where is a ray parameter, 
The Coherent-State Approximation Klauder (1987) proposes the coherent-state transform for handling multiple caustics. The coherent-state approximation can handle all caustics. The inverse transform provides a global and uniform approximation to high-frequency wave propagation problems.
The definition of the coherent-state transform is ( ', , ) ' 2 k n s p n s dp k .
The coherent-state transform is a complete and nonorthogonal representation. A property of the coherent-state transform is that the Heisenberg uncertainty relationship is minimized. Resolution is optimal in both the physical and phase space.
The coherent-state transform of equation (1) p n R n dp k G n R n G k SC G which in general will not be equal to and M G .
Substituting equation (11) into (10) and keeping only the leading order of k produces the eikonal equation
where the Hamiltonian is
The solution of the eikonal equation is 
S p n n p p R n n R dn s p s H p s n s s ds ds
In general, K S is complex, which contrasts the two previous examples (semiclassical S and Maslov 
Examples
The first example is the edge diffraction problem. The parametric dependence of the diffracted wave is given by a plane wave impinging on a semi-infinite screen (figure 1). Figure 1 shows an incident plane wave is impinging on a semi-infinite diffracting screen (after Morse and Ingard, 1968) . No rays penetrate the shadow zone (region III). The diffracted wave is the only energy present. The approximate diffracted wave is Both the amplitude and phase have the correct asymptotic form (Felsen and Marcuvitz, 1973) The traveltime is off and there is acausal energy. For this the solution is closer to ray theory. Figure 3 shows the coherent-state approximation for a smaller . The final example shows coherent-state (GaborDaubechies) migration on the SEG-EAGE salt model. This example comes from Wu and Chen (2001) . The beamlet decomposition using the Gabor-Daubechies (G-D) transform has many similarities with coherent state decomposition. The basic atom of decomposition is the same. However, for the beamlet propagator, one-way wave propagation approach is adopted and no high-frequency asymptotic approximation is made (Wu and Chen, 2001) . During propagation, different coherent states cross-couple with each other due to scattering by heterogeneities (velocity variation). In this way the smooth media requirement for hf asymptotics can be released and the coherent-state (beamlet) propagator can be applied to imaging in strongly heterogeneous media. Figure 4 shows the velocity profile of the SEG-EAGE salt model (a) and a Gabor Daubechies (coherent-state) migration (Wu and Chen, 2001 ) (b).
The image in figure 4b shows that the main features of the salt body are imaged correctly as well as most of the layers and faults.
Conclusions
Asymptotic seismic modeling and imaging can be performed using the coherent-state transform. One advantage this transform provides is a globally uniform approximation to the parabolic wave equation. Multiple caustics can be handled. The ability of the coherent-state approximation to accurately model higher wave phenomena (i.e. diffractions, head waves, critical points, etc.) depends on a parameter. This parameter controls the interpolation between ray theoretical and Fourier domain (Maslov) phase and amplitude. A migration example demonstrates the potential of a coherent-state (G-D) propagator.
